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A review is given of experimental and theoretical investigations of the problem of the practical use of lowtemperature laser plasmas at high pressures (10-150 atm). Attention is concentrated on the theoretical aspects
of the development of laser plasmas near metal surfaces in nitrogen at laser radiation intensities of 50-103
MW/cm 2 [X = 1.06 ft). The various problems and possibilities of further investigations are discussed.
PACS numbers: 52.5O.Jm

1. INTRODUCTION
The growth of laser technology has resulted in increasing interest in the various phenomena resulting
from the interaction of high-power light fluxes with
condensed materials. Initially the aim of the interaction of laser radiation with matter has been to
achieve record temperatures and charged-particle concentrations. However, nowadays increasing attention is
being given to potential uses of low-temperature laser
plasmas in modern technology. Until recently it has
been assumed that optimal pressures in a gas medium
should not exceed 1 atm. However, already the very
first experiments 1 ' 2 on the interaction of low-intensity
(G = 10 6 -10 8 W/cm 2 ) laser radiation (\= 1.06 JI) with
metals in nonrare gases (nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide) kept at high pressures (~100 atm) have demonstrated that this interaction produces a dense plasma
which alters the physical properties of the target surface. Investigations have also shown that in a certain
range of pressures and radiation intensities the processes of advanced evaporation (i.e., of mechanical
damage) are practically absent. This property has been
used later in surface hardening of steel 3 and in the synthesis of titanium nitride in a nitrogen medium.4 The
development of technological procedures for surface
hardening and synthesis of various inorganic materials
requires a detailed knowledge of the characteristics of
formation of a laser plasma near a solid target under
specific conditions of high pressures and low laser radiation intensities.
One can divide the process of formation of a laser
plasma into three consecutive stages: breakdown of a
gas (ignition), formation of a plasma focus transparent
to laser radiation, and quasisteady propagation of plasma structures. The situation is that the amount of information available about any given stage is less than
that on the preceding one and this is due to the difficulty of experimental studies of the initial stages of the
plasma formation processes. The need for such investigations is great because these initial stages determine the nature of the subsequent interaction of laser
radiation with matter.
The main difficulty encountered in experimental studies of the physical and chemical processes occurring in
low-temperature plasmas is the complexity of these
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processes, the large number of them, and the interrelationships between them. In investigations of the initial stages we need to allow both for the contribution of
the processes occurring at the level of elementary collisional reactions (excitation, ionization, dissociation,
deactivation, recombination, and various quantum features of molecular and ionic structures) as well as for
the influence of gasdynamic motion and transport processes. Since the majority of collisional reactions occur
under conditions of a strong nonequilibrium of the system, the relationships between the characteristics representing chemical kinetics and the gasdynamic parameters can be very complex. Therefore, in investigations of this kind one cannot hope to use greatly simplified models and rough calculations. A better approach
to investigations of systems of this kind is to construct
sufficiently complete mathematical models of the processes under discussion and to solve them numerically
on a computer. This makes it necessary to combine
experimental investigation methods with those of numerical modeling.
The degree of development of the modern computer
technology and of methods for solution of nonlinear
equations of mathematical physics not only allows us to
investigate in detail (on a computer) numerous complexes of processes occurring in real physical systems, but
to go over from solution of specific problems to realistic numerical experiments.5 An important advantage of
numerical experiments over other methods is the ability of obtaining qualitative and quantitative information
of any particular aspect of the phenomenon being modeled under various experimental conditions.
The aim of the present review is to present systematically the results of experimental and theoretical
investigations of the main relationships and features of
the development of low-temperature laser plasmas in
high-density gases and of the possibilities of using such
plasmas for technological purposes.
II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
The first experiments on the interaction of pulsed
neodymium laser radiation (\ = 1.06 /J.) with targets
made of various substances carried out at ambient
pressures exceeding 10 atm were carried out in 19721978 at the A. A. Baikov Institute of Metallurgy of the
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USSR Academy of Sciences.1-2-6"9 The main purpose of
these investigations was, apart from a study of the lowthreshold breakdown of high-pressure gases near targets and the properties of low-temperature laser plasmas, to find information on the changes in the target
material due to heat and ion fluxes.
In the experiments carried out at atmospheric pressure in air or at pressures up to 10 atm it was found10"12
that screening of the target surface occurred in the
presence of an erosion plasma jet because of the breakdown in the target material vapor under the action of
millisecond laser pulses of X= 1.06 y. wavelength and
with an average flux density (intensity) of G= 107 W/cm2.
In these experiments the presence of evaporated matter
with an ionization potential (~7-8 eV) lower than that of
the surrounding gas (~14-16 eV) was a necessary condition for screening. As reported in Ref. 11, the laser
radiation intensity had to exceed a certain threshold
value.
A fundamentally new aspect of the experiments on laser interaction with targets made of substances with
different physical properties and carried out at gas
pressures in excess of 40-50 atm was screening of the
target with practically no damage to the target surface.
For example, only a "burnt zone" was observed on the
surface of a molybedenum target and there were not
even any traces of melting (the interaction zone was
examined under a magnification of 300x).
An increase in the pressure of a gas surrounding a
target not only increased the concentration of the particles of the ambient matter near the target but also the
boiling point of the target by "suppressing" evaporation
at high pressures. In this range of pressures (up to 150
atm) the melting point increased only slightly, but the
boiling point rose very strongly.
The main experiments were carried out using neodymium laser pulses1-2-6"9 of T= 0.5-1 msec duration. The
laser radiation was focused by a lens with/= 16 cm located inside a high-pressure chamber which contained
targets made of metals (molybdenum, copper, titanium,
stainless steel,low-carbon steels,etc.), semiconductors (germanium, silicon), and insulators (Textolite
laminate, cermet alloys). The gaseous media in these
experiments were nitrogen, argon, helium, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen at pressures of 1-140 atm. Some
comparison experiments were carried out in air at atmospheric pressure.

0.1-1 jxsec duration could exceed 108 W/cm2.
The purity of the gases employed was determined by
their initial composition in a gas cylinder. For example, nitrogen contained the following impurities: not
more than 10"3% O2, not more than 5 mg/cm 3 H2O, not
more than 10"3% H2, and not more than 10"2% of carbon-containing impurities. Before each experiment the
high-pressure chamber was scrubbed repeatedly with
the investigated gas. Experiments indicated that an
increase in the contamination of the gas, compared with
the initial composition, by a factor of severalfold had
no significant influence on the reproducibility of the observed effects. At each pressure the experiments were
repeated 5-6 times.
We shall now point out the characteristics of the interaction of the laser radiation characterized by these
parameters when the gas pressure was increased.
Since the specific data on the various materials and
gases were published elsewhere,1-2-6"9 we shall concentrate our attention on some physical features of the interaction of laser radiation with static metal targets in
nitrogen.
An increase in the nitrogen pressure altered the nature of the interaction of laser radiation with all the
targets. At pressures up to ~20 atm and for all targets
~2 mm thick a through aperture or a crater was formed
and its characteristics depended on the properties of
the target material and on the laser radiation intensity.
At pressures of 40-70 atm there was a strong reduction
in the damage to the target surface and the melting zone
occupied only a small part of the thermal interaction
region. At pressures in excess of 70 atm even the
melting zone was absent in the case of such materials
as molybdenum.
It is worth noting a general feature of all these materials associated with the lifetime of a plasma cloud:
an increase in the gas pressure in the chamber increased the lifetime of the plasma cloud.
The experimentally observed velocities of the front of
a plasma cloud in gases were of the order of 10 m/sec
for G~ 107 W/cm2: the velocity in nitrogen was va 5-10
m/sec, that in argon was v~ 8-12 m/sec, and in helium
it was ti* 14-35 m/sec. However, in contrast to nitrogen and argon, the targets irradiated in helium always
exhibited a melting zone irrespective of the pressure.
Consequently, at pressures up to 140 atm the formation
of a plasma cloud occurred in the target material vapor.

The investigated targets were inside the high-pressure chamber which was constructed so that the samples could be moved inside the chamber without breaking the seal and this ensured reproducibility of the results; there was also provision for high-speed photography of the interaction zone and of a plasma jet at
some angle to the target surface and normally to the
direction of the laser beam.

The mechanism of propagation of plasma clouds in
such gases was assumed to be of the "slow" combustion
type. We shall not discuss in detail the mechanisms of
formation and propagation of a laser plasma at this
stage (this will be done later) and we shall now discuss
the changes in the structure and properties in the target
material subjected to neodymium laser radiation at high
gas pressures.

The laser radiation pulses had a spike structure and
their energies varied from a few to tens of joules, so
that when the focusing spot diameter was 0.5-0.8 mm,
the maximum average intensity was up to 5 xlO 7 w /
cm2. The intensity in any individual group of spikes of

One of the reasons for the change in the structure of
the target material as a result of heating to the melting
point is the high rate of heating of the surface layers
and the rapid transfer of heat to the bulk of the metal.
A theoretical cycle of treatments of targets by radiation
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should make it possible to form nonequilibrium structures and alter the microhardness of materials. However, in addition to the purely thermal changes in the
microhardness, the plasma phenomena play also an important part. 13 For example, experiments carried out
in helium and argon14 showed that the microhardness of
targets in the zone of interaction with laser radiation
and with a plasma could only decrease, which was due
to the possibility of formation of a porous structure in
the surface layer.
A nitrogen plasma had a hardening effect on metals.
For example, the microhardness of steel 2 increased by
a factor of 1.5-2. It was established experimentally15
that a nitrogen laser plasma altered the microhardness
of the surface of a stainless steel sample subjected to
an electric field of £=1.2 kV/cm and to laser radiation
of average intensity 3 x 106 W/cm2. It was found that in
the absence of a plasma the change in the microhardness of the target surface was slight.
Measurements showed that the dimensions of the region where changes occurred exceeded greatly the size
of the zone of interaction with the laser radiation.
When the initial radius of the heating spot was rh
= 0.25-0.3 mm, the radius of the burnt zone amounted
to several tenths of a centimeter, i.e., it was several
times greater. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the
microhardness on the surface of a stainless steel sample (the center of the zone is identified by an arrow) and
the dependences of the microhardness of steel on the
nitrogen pressure 15 and on the energy Q of the laser radiation. The curves indicate that the microhardness
maximum occurred at pressures of 75-95 atm. The extremal nature of this dependence was related to competition (on increase in the pressure) between opposite
processes: an increase in the concentrations of excited and ionized particles and enchancement of the role
of screening.
One of the most important features of the experiments
carried out in nitrogen atmospheres was the ability to
synthesize nitrides in surface layers of targets made of
such materials as titanium,4 zirconium, vanadium,etc.
One of the conditions for the synthesis of nitrides was
the occurrence of plasma clouds near the surface. The
thickness of the treated nitride layers after T~ 1 msec
was usually (for pressures of 70-90 atm) within 8-10 fi
and did not depend greatly on the laser radiation density.

One should point out that these experiments provided
basically qualitative information on the behavior of lowtemperature laser plasmas in high-pressure gases.
Quantitative estimates were obtained mainly for the later stages of the process and, moreover, the role of
numerous factors could not be determined.
Development of a technology of laser-plasma treatment of inorganic materials, among which one of the
most promising is surface synthesis of various substances, requires comprehensive investigations and extensive data on all the processes occurring in a plasma
at all its stages of development, beginning from the ignition of a gas and ending with the propagation of a plasma discharge. An accurate allowance and studies of the
main factors influencing these processes by numerical
experiments make it possible to determine the space
and time structure of a plasma cloud, as well as its
thermal, gasdynamic, and optical properties, which
should make it possible to select the optimal regime for
laser-plasma processing of metals in a wide range of
pressures.

Since the discovery in 1963 of the breakdown of a gas
by a high-power light flux,21 the process has been investigated comprehensively. The main theoretical and
experimental investigations of the optical breakdown of
gases under various conditions have been analyzed in
reviews22-23 and in monographs.24*25
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The optical properties of a laser plasma were also
investigated in high-pressure gases. 17 A plasma cloud
was probed in the direction of a laser beam, in contrast
to other work18"20 in which a plasma was probed by a
narrow beam in the transverse direction. A similar
probing of a plasma created by CO2 laser radiation was
reported in Ref. 13. Experiments indicated that changes
in the plasma transparency after ignition were complex.

III. OPTICAL BREAKDOWN OF DENSE GASES NEAR
SOLID SURFACES

Mp, kg/mm

}0

We shall now consider briefly the experiments carried out on targets moving in gaseous media at high
pressures. These experiments were first carried out16
in nitrogen, argon, and helium atmospheres using laser
radiation of intensities G= 105-107 W/cm2. The linear
velocity of a target was varied from 15 to 40 m/sec and
the pressure from 10 to 90 atm. The motion of a target
relative to the laser beam introduced a number of new
features in the process of the interaction of neodymium
laser pulses with matter. The most important of these
was a reduction in the depth of the molten region on increase in the target velocity. Measurements of the
microhardness #„ carried out in different parts of the
interaction zone indicated that at different pressures,
target velocities, and radiation intensities the main
role in the increase in the microhardness was the duration of the contact between a plasma cloud and the melt.
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We shall describe briefly the phenomenon of breakdown and identify the main factors influencing this process. Under normal condition the majority of gases and
their mixtures are transparent to infrared and visible
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laser radiation. However, beginning from certain values of ii and p, a nontransmitting region forms in a gas
and this gives rise to what is known as a laser spark or
breakdown of a gas. This breakdown is accompanied by
intense ionization and strong absorption of laser radiation.
It has been established that high breakdown thresholds
of pure cold gases are entirely due to the initial stage of
the process when multiphoton ionization, requiring high
intensity, generates "seed" electrons. Focusing of laser radiation on solid targets reduces greatly the
threshold intensities of the radiation needed for breakdown.26'27 Interaction of laser radiation with condensed
matter characterized by a great variety of associated
effects can be influenced by a number of factors that facilitate breakdown and its development, resulting in a
strong reduction of the threshold intensities. These
factors include evaporation of the target material, 28 ' 30
thermionic emission of electrons and ions, 31 ' 32 surface
damage,10'33 etc. The problems of estimating the
threshold values of the intensity28 and the theoretical
aspects of the appearance of a plasma jet in the vapor of
the target material 34 have been given sufficient attention
and at present a theoretical description of breakdown by
laser radiation can be in satisfactory agreement with
the experimental data. However, a quantitative agreement is encountered much less frequently and this is
due to a large number of factors that can influence such
breakdown. Practice has shown that in these situations
the role of numerical experiments 35 becomes greater
because they make it possible to allow for all the interesting phenomena and to study their role and influence
throughout the development of a complex process.
A quantitative agreement of the results of numerical
modeling on computers with the analytic theory and experiments depends largely on how successful is the
choice of a physical model used in a mathematical description. Moreover, a comparison of the results of
such calculations with the available experimental data
and the subsequent correction of the initial model can
increase greatly the precision of numerical experiments. 36
A numerical experiment on the dynamics of a laser
plasma near a solid surface can be divided in a natural
manner into two stages. In the first stage a model is
developed for the phenomenon of optical breakdown,
whereas in the second stage the optical breakdown characteristics are used as the initial data to model the gasdynamic stage of plasma development.
1. Formulation of the problem
The physicochemical model of optical breakdown of
high-pressure gases near metal targets includes an allowance for thermionic emission from the surfaces of
heated metals and for the interaction of electrons with
gas particles in the radiation field. Strong thermionic
emission of electrons from the surface of a metal target
is induced by focused laser radiation. The high pressure in the surrounding medium increases the boiling
point of the metal and the surface of the target is heated
to high temperatures but not damaged. Near such a
422
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surface the density of thermionic electrons, governed
by the emission properties of the target and by the
space charge potential, may be fairly high. This electron density can be regarded as the starting point in the
process of breakdown of a dense gas by laser radiation
without a metal target. It is known that under these
conditions the breakdown of a dense gas can be regarded as the process of avalanche ionization of neutral
particles by sufficiently energetic electrons.
Numerical modeling of the optical breakdown of a
dense gas is difficult both in the computational sense
and in respect of correct mathematical formulation of
the problem. We must mention straightaway that such
difficulties are common to practically all the problems
of evolution of a low-temperature plasma described in
the multilevel kinetics approximation. They include the
problems in plasma chemistry, as well as ionizationand recombination-nonequilibrium plasmas discussed in
the theory of laser physics.37"39
Difficulties encountered in numerical solution of the
problems of nonstationary equations of physicochemical
kinetics are mainly due to the fact that these equations
describe processes with very different (by several orders of magnitude) characteristic times (these are
known as the hard systems of equations). The difficulties of correct mathematical formulation arise from the
specific nature of the problems of level kinetics. Every
time the whole system of equations has to be written
down and one must use reasonable approximations in
constructing a kinetic model,40 because complete information on the cross sections and rate constants of the
elementary processes is practically unavailable for
even one gas.
These difficulties increase greatly when the interaction of laser radiation with molecular gases is considered. In this case the development of a kinetic model
presents a difficult problem because the development of
breakdown in molecular gases is characterized by a
large number of processes. It is known that molecular
gases are always more active than atomic (such as rare
gases), they more readily enter into chemical reactions
with atomic and molecular ions (conversion reaction), 41 ' 42 and many exchange reactions between heavy
particles occur in such gases. One of the most complex aspects in the development of a kinetic model is
the occurrence (even in the case of diatomic molecules)
of numerous rotational, vibrational, and electronic excited states. A mathematical description of these states
yields extremely cumbersome systems of equations
which cannot be Solved even on modern computers.
Moreover, these reactions have not yet been investigated sufficiently thoroughly and both theoretical and
experimental information on them is limited.
The recent progress in numerical solutions of systems of ordinary differential equations, including hard
systems of equations,43"45 and active investigations of
kinetics of nonequilibrium systems have resulted in the
accumulation of a considerable amount of experimental
data and have made it possible to attempt numerical
modeling of problems in physicochemical kinetics. It is
sufficient to recall that, from the mathematical point of
Mazhukin et al.
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view, these problems give rise to systems of essentially nonlinear differential equations and such equations
can be solved analytically only in the case of the, simplest approximations.
By way of example, we can mention here Ref. 46 in
which the Cauchy problem is solved numerically for a
system of nonstationary equations describing populations together with the heat balance equations, and the
solution of this problem is then used to study the possibility of generation of vacuum ultraviolet radiation as a
result of a photodissociation transition in helium.
The problem of two-level nonequilibrium ionization of
air by CO2 laser radiation is solved numerically in Ref.
47. The kinetic model used there is a system of ordinary differential equations describing the multistage
ionization of atomic nitrogen in the two-temperature approximation. The problem of validity of replacement of
a molecular gas with an atomic one is not considered.
Clearly, unqualified extension of this approach to problems encountered in the optical breakdown of molecular
gases is an approach which is too rough for the purpose
and may be frequently incorrect even if only because in
molecular gases (in contrast to atomic gases) the existence of low-energy rotational and vibrational levels
makes the inelastic losses considerable and even much
greater than the elastic losses already at low electron
energies. This is unfortunate because the problems of
the optical breakdown of molecular gases are of intrinsic interest in the physics of laser plasmas.
Experiments have shown1"4 that in practical applications involving surface hardening and synthesis of inorganic materials the preferred gas is molecular nitrogen. We shall consider in greater detail the possibilities and results of numerical modeling of the breakdown
of dense nitrogen by X= 1.06 y. laser radiation focused
on the surface of a metal plate.
2. Kinetic models
A kinetic model of molecular nitrogen suitable for
numerical modeling of the optical breakdown near the
surface of molybdenum was first developed in Refs. 48
and 49. The properties and state of a plasma in a thermodynamic equilibirum are determined unambiguously
by the temperature, but the optical breakdown of a gas
occurs under conditions of a strong departure from
thermodynamic equilibrium.50 Determination of the
properties of a nonequilibrium plasma is a much more
difficult and complex problem than that of an equilibrium plasma, because the nonequilibrium nature of the
process results from the very nature of the absorption
of laser radiation in a gaseous medium. The energy of
an external electromagnetic field created by laser radiation is first absorbed by electrons and is then transferred to the gas particles by elastic and inelastic collisions. Consequently, a thermodynamic state of a
weakly ionized gas is governed by elastic collisions (redistributing the energy between the vibrational degrees
of freedom of the particles), as well as by inelastic collisions (which alter the internal states of the colliding
particles) and by superelastic collisions (which increase the translational energy of electrons). Table I
423
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TABLE I.
Process
Elastic scattering
Rotational excitation
Vibrational excitation
Electronic excitation,
ionization

Range, eV

io- 3 —io
io- s — io
0.1—10
1—10

lists the interactions that predominate in nitrogen in the
electron energy range 10"3-10 eV typical of weakly ionized gases.
Elementary processes considered in the kinetic model
of nitrogen are given in Table n together with the rate
constants of these processes and the references to
the literature where they can be found. The kinetic
model of the breakdown of molecular gas by laser radiation includes 28 collisional processes, as well as
heat conduction processes, drift and diffusion of
charged particles. Radiative and Penning processes,
electron excitation and changes in the charge as a result
of collisions of heavy particles are all omitted because
they make only a slight contribution to the kinetics of
the breakdown of a pure cold gas.
A mathematical description of these processes gives
a system of equations with partial derivatives consisting of the particle balance equations and the energy
balance equations. The principal features of the problem are as follows.
Inclusion of the transport processes in the kinetic
model gives rise to a system of differential equations
with partial derivatives and the difficulties of numerical
solution of such a system characterized by a strong
nonlinearity are very great. However, the amount of
information on the breakdown process is large, so that
a solution of such a system makes it possible to establish not only the temporal but also the spatial structure
of the phenomena.
An allowance for the processes of dissociation of
molecules both by electron impact and by thermal
means makes it necessary to consider the excitation
and ionization of molecules and atoms.
An analysis of the processes included in the kinetic
model (Table II) shows that the rate constants of these
processes are functions of three temperatures Tt, Tt,
and Tv representing electrons, heavy particles, and
vibrations. Consequently, the problem should be considered in the three-temperature approximation. The
rotational degree of freedom of a gas can be ignored72
because the rotational energy does not play such an important role in chemical reactions as the vibrational
energy.
The energy losses suffered by electrons interacting
inelastically with the molecules of nitrogen are allowed
for using an experimental dependence of the coefficient
6(e) which represents the ratio 73 of the total inelastic
energy losses to the losses suffered in the elastic collisions (Fig. 2). In this case the equation for the electron energy balance is
Mazhukin eta/.
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TABLE H. (Continued).

TABLE n .
Process potential, eV ^ e f

Rate constants

Process and reaction equation
L. Elastic collisions: electron-neutral

<n = "."en (8> n
v e n = o e a e n (e) n ,

charged particles

Process and reaction equation

[51]

dissociative recombination

152]

N+ + ^ W *

2. Inelastic collisions of elections with gas particles:

N + + « _t 3N*

a) ionization and excitation;
of atoms and molecules
by electrons:
vibrational excitation of
molecules
*••

3. Superelastic collisions
B*
P

•

2

N2-|- e-*- N ' ' + e

*•• = C f o**(e)e" /(e)<te
'**

electronic excitation of
atoms and molecules

/•• = 0.29

53]'

GO

k* = C J a*(e)el/2/(e)de

/• = 10.3

[48,
54]

2

/2=6.1

[48,
53]

Process
potential, eV

Rate constants

a 3 from experimental dependence

[59]

ft4 from experimental dependence

[60]

9

a

3

3I2

_ 2 7.10~ T~
'
&

[611

SI* and J} related to k* and k* by detailed
balance principle

p
...
2
N 2 -f-e —»- N 8 -j-e
4. Interaction of heavy particles:
associative ionization
*a

ka = 2.7-10-" exp (-5.8/7V)

2

ionization of atoms and
molecules from ground
state

thermal dissociation
*,
N, + N, - * 2 N + N : '

k =5.1-10—9r— ''6expf
K

thermal association

*. =

N + e -»- N+ + 2e

C j + 0 +(e)e"

2

/(e ) d e

/+ = 14.54 [48,
1

N + N+P— N " + P
p = N a (r g = 10'—10» K)
P=N,\

oo

,+

[48,
56]

/ IT \
a

[63]

^ = 9.756 [64)

K)

ka = 8.3-10-31 exp (0.043/rs)

[651

*B = 7.i.io-«r,-"s
•-

/+ = 15.5

\

[62J

/2+ = 15.5

k-y

J
•

Ref.

s

dissociation of molecules
by electron impact
k

e

ionization of atoms and
molecules from first excited state

N«-f e —*-N*+ + 2e

N'+e —>N;* +2e

2T

fc>+ = i.2.io- 6 rr 1 / 2 ex P (-/ < + /r e )/•+ =4.24 15'1
ij

+

6

1/2

= 1.310- rr exp(—1\* lTt) ll

+

N++2N 2 J±N 3 + + N 2

=9.4

b) recombination mechanisms: three-particle recombination
p
.

N++2e-tN« + e 1

~r

—

•( •

+ J -

'in)

k\ and ^ from experimental dependences;
Of and UJ related to Jtf and *J by detailed
balance principle

6« = 8.85.10-"lnl.r e - 9 ' 2

I 57 1

5. Transport processes. Diffusion and drift of charged
particles

Je = efaneE + eDedne/dx
168)
V

Vi

n a

+ e -*N

+N

[60,
671

N+ H 2N2 5 ^ t N+ + N2

NJ +2e-iN 2 +e j
N^+N

[66]

conversion reactions

Bn = 32/3 (2»)'' 2 m ' / ^ l g p " r,~ 5 ' 2

N^ + Nj + e - N2+N2J

n
2 en
j°.'
H, = D e /r<., ue = D,/Tg

[58] 6. Heat conduction by electrons and gas

>«« = n/,iTy'/d

(nM)1'"

[691
[70]
[69,
711

Note. Here, <reB(z) [cm2] and v/n and ven [sec"1] are the cross section and frequencies of elastic collisions of electrons with atoms
and molecules; vei [sec"1] is the frequency of Coulomb collisions; ve = 6. 7x 107T1/2 (cm/sec] is the average thermal velocity of
electrons; E = (3/2)Te [eV] is the average energy of electrons; f(€) = {m/2irTe)3nexp{-E/2Tg)
is the Maxwellian distribution function
for the particle velocities; C is a constant found from the normalization conditions /"/(e)rfE = l; k** [cmVsec] is the rate constant
of the vibrational excitation of nitrogen molecules; k*, kf, k*, k\, k** [cmVsec] are the rate constants of the electronic excitation, ionization of atoms and molecules from the ground and first excited states, respectively; ke [cm3/sec] is the rate constant of
the dissociation of nitrogen molecules by electron impact; kd [cm 3 /sec] and kt [cm 6 /sec] are the rate constants of the thermal dissociation and association processes; ka [cm 3 /sec] is the associative ionization coefficient; fef and k\ [cmVsec] are the conversion
rate constants of atomic and molecular ions; Pn and Pe [cm 6 /sec] are the rate constants of three-particle recombination; a 2 , a 3 ,
and <2j [cm3/ sec] are the rate constants of the dissociative recombination; n and n2 [cm*3] are the densities of atoms and molecules;
n*, n*, and n** [cm"3] are the densities of excited atoms and molecules; ne, n*, n\, n\, andnjlcm" 3 ] are the densities of electrons and ions; Te and T r [eV] are the rotational temperatures of electrons and of heavy particles (gas), respectively; Tv [eV] is
the vibrational temperature of molecules; M is the mass of an atom.

Investigations of the optical breakdown of gases at
high pressures can be treated using an approximation
-which is one-dimensional in space because the diffusion
losses suffered by electrons at pressures of ~100 atm
are unimportant74 already for a beam diameter of 20 JJ,.

10 -,
Oil

FIG. 2 .
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A system of equations describing the optical breakdown of a molecular gas in a one-dimensional threetemperature approximation can be found in Refs. 48 and
49. This system describes the kinetics of collisions
and the transport of particles in molecular and atomic
components of the gas. The energy relationships between the various degrees of freedom and particles are
described by the balance equations. The electric forces
acting in a plasma are allowed for by the Poisson equation.
This system of equations is supplemented by suitable
boundary conditions. The temperature and thermionic
electron flux are specified on the target surface (x = 0).
At the other end (xL~ 100 fi) the boundary conditions
are given in the form of relationships between unidirectional fluxes and their functions. The bremsstrahlung
absorption coefficient of laser radiation is taken from
Ref. 75.
The optical breakdown of nitrogen (and of other molecular gases) may be modeled also using simpler kinetic models. For example, formulation of the problem
of breakdown is simplified maximally in Ref. 76 for the
purpose of numerical modeling. It is assumed that nitrogen is an atomic gas and that all the processes occur
under quasineutrality conditions. This kinetic model is
more suitable for the investigation of ionization-recombination processes in atomic (rare) gases. However, calculations reported in Refs. 76 and 77 indicate
that the model gives qualitatively correct results even
when the breakdown of molecular nitrogen is modeled.
Numerical solution of such boundary-value problems
is characterized by a number of special features. The
main feature is that the systems under discussion are
hard, i.e., they describe processes with very different
characteristic times. Formal transformations readily
reduce these systems to systems of equations with a
small parameter and the difficulties of solution of the
latter are well-known.78-79
This is illustrated in Table III which gives the rate
constants and the corresponding characteristic times
calculated for Te= Tv= 1 eV and Te- 26 meV to within a
constant. The hard nature of the equations gives rise
to great computational difficulties which have not yet
been fully overcome. A fairly effective algorithm,
which can give a stable solution in a wide range of parameters, has been developed76 for numerical solution
of hard systems of differential equations with partial
derivatives.
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3. Characteristic features of the optical breakdown
of molecular nitrogen at high pressures
We shall now consider briefly the main results of numerical experiments 49 ' 80 on the breakdown of molecular
nitrogen near a metal surface at pressures in the range
p= 10-200 atm for a laser radiation intensity G= 9 xio 8
W/cm 2 . We shall use the term optical breakdown of a
gas to denote the process of a rapid rise of the absorption of laser radiation in some local region giving rise
to avalanche ionization. Such ionization is characterized by abrupt changes in Te, ne, and n\. Figure 3
shows the spatial and temporal distributions of the main
particles and temperatures and of the electric potential
in a breakdown region at a pressure of 100 atm.
Under normal conditions, nitrogen is transparent to
laser radiation of photon energy hv= 1.17 eV and the
whole radiation flux reaches the target surface. A fraction of the flux RG is then reflected and the rest
(1 - R)G is absorbed. Thermionic emission begins from
the target surface. Electrons reaching the gas collide
elastically with molecules (the initial density of nitrogen
is n2= 2.7 xio 2 1 cm"3 and its pressure is 100 atm) and
in t~ 0.2 nsec they acquire energies up to Te = 1.1 eV in
the laser radiation field. Thermionic emission of electrons produces a space charge near the surface and the
potential of this space charge U hinders emission giving
rise to an additional electron work function <plm When
the potential reaches U= 3 V (in t~ 2 nsec) the emission
of electrons from the surface ceases. The density of
electrons in a region x<0.4 JJ. thick is we» 2 xio 1 8 cm"3.
The surface temperature then reaches 0.34 eV. The
resultant distribution of ne in space can be regarded as
the initial state. In spite of the high density of electrons, the breakdown of nitrogen does not occur at this
stage.
All the phenomena in the irradiation zone are governed by collisions with the gas molecules. Ionization
of the molecular gas occurs relatively slowly because
the electron energy is not sufficiently high and this energy is limited by the inelastic losses [the coefficient
6(e) rises strongly on increase in T, (Fig. 2)]. The
density of atoms is still low, which is related to the low
value of the vibrational temperature Tva 0.3 eV that determines the degree of thermal dissociation.
The main dissociation mechanism at temperatures Tv
« 0.6 eV is the dissociation by electron impact. Since
in collisions of electrons with nitrogen molecules the
most rapid is the transfer of the translational energy of
electrons to the vibrational degrees of excitation and the
reverse deexcitation processes are practically absent,62
and since the vibrational energy is supplemented also
by the reactions of thermal association, at some stage
the vibrational temperature may become much higher
than the electron temperature. For example, at £=3
nsec we find that Tv~ 3 eV at x = 0.4 fx. Rapid thermal
dissociation of the gas then occurs and by t~4 nsec the
degree of such dissociation reaches ~90%. At this stage
the dominant processes are the collisions involving the
gas atoms. The electron temperature at the point x = 0.4
M is determined by the electron-neutral and Coulomb
collisions in an atomic gas. An increase in the density
Mazhukinef a/.
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of ions increases the collision frequency i/°j and when
vati" v\n is reached, the electron temperature T, begins
to rise, which enhances ionization and causes a further
rise of v%t and Tt, i.e., an electron-ion avalanche begins to form. The density of ions n* rises and becomes
equal to nt, which reduces the potential U in the region
under discussion. The electric field becomes self-consistent and the diffusion processes become ambipolar.
The end of the breakdown stage is reached when the
maximum electron temperature is attained at the point
of breakdown: at # = 0.4 \i it is found that after f = 4.35
x 10"9 sec the maximum electron temperature is Tf"
= 1.79 eV, and the electron density is then n,aYj\ltln'i
« 3-1019 cm' 3 , whereas the vibrational temperature is
7\,= 4.5 eV (Fig. 3). Next, under the influence of diffusion the breakdown region travels toward the laser
source. An increase in the electron density ensures a
more effective transfer of energy to the translational
degrees of freedom of the gas and the gas temperature
Tt rises in the breakdown region to 0.4 eV. The calculations are then stopped because one then has to allow
for a gasdynamic expansion, i.e., it is then necessary
to study the next stage of the development of a laser
plasma.
During the breakdown time the surface temperature
reaches 0.45 eV, which is close to the boiling point of
molybdenum (4830 °C) at atmospheric pressure. Consequently, it follows that at a pressure of 100 atm the
processes of advanced evaporation do not occur.
Calculations indicate that the threshold breakdown intensity of laser radiation is within the range (4-5) xlO 8
W/cm2. At lower values of this intensity G the average
electron energy does not rise above 0.7 eV, which is
insufficient for multistage ionization and for a suitably
effective excitation of vibrational states responsible for
the thermal dissociation process.
A possible influence of the molybdenum vapor under
these conditions does not have a decisive influence on
426
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the evolution of the process. This is confirmed by estimates of the condition necessary for the development
of an electron avalanche (during ionization from the
ground state) 28 :
dt

•tne'G
mco)a

<fe

where (dc/dt)%*x is the maximum rate of the elastic energy losses.
It follows from the above condition that the threshold
radiation intensity for a molybdenum target is G > 6
xl0 9 /Vx J 4>4xl0 8 W/cm 2 (here, A = 95.95 and T=7.1
eV).
We can therefore see that the laser radiation intensity
necessary for the development of an avalanche in molybdenum vapor is the same as for nitrogen at a pressure of 100 atm, but the evaporation processes appear
much later than thermionic emission. Calculations48-49'80 indicate that the most important processes
for the initiation of the breakdown by collisional reactions in nitrogen are vibrational and electronic excitation, dissociation, and multistage ionization.
The conversion reactions cease to be important at
temperatures T,» 0.2 eV. The processes of dissociative recombination of molecular ions and clusters {n\,
n\, n%) play an important role and they determine the
density of positive ions. In view of their high rates,
these reactions retard the development of breakdown in
a molecular gas. The associative ionization and the
ionization of atoms and molecules from the ground state
in the presence of an electron source make no significant contribution, and they can be ignored.
An increase in the pressure from 100 to 200 atm
compresses the breakdown region and brings it closer
to the target surface (x^" 0.2 p. at p= 200 atm), increases Xf" to 2.1 eV, and also lengthens the breakdown time to £,„.= 5.6 xio" 9 sec. A reduction in the
pressure to 30 atm (Fig. 4) causes expansion of the
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breakdown region and its displacement away from the
surface (# br ~4.0 /i). An increase in the importance of
the diffusion losses reduces Tf*x to 1.6 eV and increases t^ to 6.1 nsec.
When the pressure is reduced to 10 atm, there is no
definite breakdown region (Fig. 4). In spite of the fact
that the electron temperature in a region 12-15 /x from
the surface is high {Ta = 1.4 eV), the breakdown of a gas
is not observed because this electron temperature is
insufficient for the development of an avalanche. In
view of the large diffusion losses the breakdown condition va9i > i%n is not obeyed. The maximum ion density
N*"l xio 1 7 cm"3 is considerably less than we = 5 xio 1 8
cm' 3 . At the same time the surface temperature rises
to 0.7-0.8 eV, which may obviously result in rapid
evaporation of the target material (in the numerical solution discussed here no allowance was made for the
phase transitions in the molybdenum target and, therefore, the actual temperature of the surface should be
less).

Figure 5 shows the dependences of the breakdown
time t^p), of the distance from the target surface to
the breakdown point *bI.(/>), and of the maximum electron temperature 7y"(/>) for a fixed value of G = 19x 108
W/cm2. The t^p) curve agrees qualitatively with the
experimental curve Gbr(/>) given in Ref. 81: it is of the
same extremal nature with a minimum in the region of
100 atm, i.e., for a fixed value of G the most favorable
conditions for the development of breakdown are obtained at a pressure of 100 atm. It is worth noting the
monotonic nature of the rise of Tf"(/>) indicating that
although at pressures above 100 atm the energy is acquired somewhat more slowly, the electron temperature rises on increase in the pressure because of an increase in the collision frequency. Hence, it follows
that the optical breakdown of nitrogen in the range p
> 100 atm can always be observed for a laser radiation
intensity Gw corresponding to a minimum of the G^p)
curve provided the duration of the laser pulses is not
limited.

It follows that the optical breakdown of molecular nitrogen due to thermionic emission of electrons can be
expected at pressures p^ 30 atm. At lower pressures,
for example at 10 atm, a mathematical description of
the problem must allow for the evaporation and ionization of the metal vapor.

We shall now summarize the results obtained during
this first stage of an investigation of the dynamics of a
laser plasma at high pressures near a metal surface:

The damage to the target observed in experiments at
p= 30-50 atm does not mean that the breakdown of nitrogen does not occur, because such damage may be
due to the thermal interaction with the target during the
later thermodynamic stage of the development of a plasma. Experimental investigations of the optical breakdown of pure nitrogen in the absence of a target 81 indicate that the dependence of the threshold intensity of laser radiation Gbr on the pressure has a definite extremum (a minimum) at 102 atm.

b) the optical breakdown of nitrogen occurs under
conditions when the gas is converted almost entirely to
the atomic state;

a) a metal target acts as an electron source at pressures p * 30 atm;

The results of such numerical experiments indicate
that the nature of the breakdown of a gas does not undergo qualitative changes near the surface of a metal.

c) the condition for the appearance of an avalanche
is the inequality v\{ > v%n between the frequency of the
Coulomb collisions and the frequency of electron-neutral collisions, which is satisfied when ne~Yj\An\
-0.008i\Tn
d) the breakdown time and the threshold intensity of
laser radiation allow us to interpret the breakdown
processes reported in Refs. 1 - 3 as due to a spike of a
laser pulse.
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without the aid of the target damage products, i.e., at
pressures in excess of 30 atm. The main feature of the
development of a low-temperature laser plasma at elevated pressures is that, in addition to the hydrodynamic
energy transfer mechanism, a considerable role is
played by the radiative mechanism of energy transfer.
In this case the heat conduction processes are unimportant.24
IV. GASDYNAMIC STAGE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
A LOW-TEMPERATURE LASER PLASMA AT HIGH
PRESSURES

The initial breakdown stage is followed by the motion,
in the interaction zone, of an absorption wave toward
the laser source and this wave leaves behind plasma
clouds. Depending on the intensity of the laser radiation and the pressure of the gas, one can expect a variety of ionization processes in a gas which determine the
various plasma propagation regimes, known as fast and
slow combustion.24*25
The fast combustion regimes include the mechanisms
of optical detonation,82"84 electronic heat conduction,85"87
supersonic radiation waves,51'88"90 breakdown waves,91'92
and their various combinations. The fast combustion
regimes are characterized by high temperatures
(amounting to thousandths of degrees), large pressure
drops, and supersonic propagation velocities, i.e.,
gasdynamics of a medium plays an important role in
these regimes.
The slow combustion regimes involve heat conduction26'28 and radiative heating93'94 when a heated gas expands slowly, all the velocities are subsonic, and the
motion of plasma clouds occurs at an almost constant
pressure close to that in an unperturbed gas. There is
also a range of intermediate regimes when several
mechanisms play an important role in the ionization of
a gas. Evolution of the gasdynamic stage of a laser
plasma in high-pressure nitrogen has been attracting
attention because it is during this stage that in addition
to interaction with laser radiation there is also an interaction of a plasma with the target surface. Experiments1"4 indicate that the nature of this interaction depends strongly on such laser plasma parameters as the
geometric dimensions of a plasma cloud, its temperature, density of charge particles, and radiant fluxes
emitted by the plasma in the direction of the target.
One of the most important conditions that determines
tile depth of a layer of the target material whose physical properties are affected is the requirement of the
maximum duration of the contact between a plasma and
the target surface, i.e., the interaction regimes are
such that the velocity of propagation of plasma clouds
is minimal. This is observed at near-threshold intensities of laser radiation necessary to maintain a plasma. In other words, a detailed study is necessary of a
low-temperature laser plasma which develops under
conditions of slow combustion.
The most interesting, from the point of view of potential applications, is the range of pressures in which the
formation of a plasma (breakdown of a gas) occurs
428
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Under such conditions it is very difficult and expensive to determine accurately the thermal conditions
close to a target. Investigations have shown2'3 that expansion of a plasma cloud is essentially multidimensional because of a considerable sideways motion: the
linear dimensions of a plasma cloud are considerably
greater than the size of a focusing spot of laser radiation.
Under these conditions it is preferable to carry out
numerical experiments closely coordinated with real
experiments. However, one must mention straightaway
that numerical solutions of problems of nonstationary
gasdynamics involving interaction of radiation formulated in the multidimensional way strain the capabilities
of modern computers. The recent progress in difference schemes95"97 and the publication of effective methods for solving systems of elliptic difference equations98"100 have resulted in successful solutions of the
problems of radiative gasdynamics obtained employing
various approximations.102"103
The main characteristics and the mechanism of propagation of a low-temperature plasma which develops
near a solid target in nitrogen at a pressure of 100 atm
were investigated for the first time by numerical modeling of nonstationary spatially two-dimensional problems in radiative gasdynamics.103"108 We shall consider
the main features of the interaction of laser radiation
with matter in a range of nitrogen pressures 30-100
atm at laser radiation densities close to the threshold
value.
1. Formulation of the problem

The gasdynamic stage of the development of a laser
plasma was modeled in Refs. 104 and 105 by a system
of two-dimensional axisymmetric equations of radiative
gas dynamics using Lag range variables. The process
of radiative transfer was described in a multigroup diffusion approximation for frequencies corresponding to
The breakdown stage was modeled by specifying a hot
zone with a temperature 1.6-1.8 eV and a thickness
15-20 y., and the laser radiation power was taken to be
10 kW, corresponding to G= 50 MW/cm2. The threshold
power needed to maintain a plasma at pressures of 30100 atm was 92 kW (Ref. 106), corresponding to G = 44
MW/cm2.
2. Thermophysical characteristics of a laser plasma

Let us assume that laser radiation is incident along
the Z axis and that initially a strong absorption of the
laser flux occurs only in the hot zone. Such strong abMazhukin etal.
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sorption causes rapid gasdynamic expansion of the hot
zone and this is accompanied by the motion of a shock
wave into the surrounding cold gas.
Figure 6 shows the space and time profiles of the
functions p, T, and p representing the dynamics of a
plasma during the stage of formation of a plasma cloud
which may become opaque to laser radiation when p0
= 100 atm. The region affected by a shock wave is identified by a dashed curve and it is characterized by an
abrupt increase in the density of the substance (the gas
density p in the shock wave is approximately twice as
high) and by an abrupt change in the pressure. A shock
wave reaches (in t~ 10 nsec) its maximum velocity vswt
= 1.3 km/sec. The maximum temperature of a gas
heated by a shock wave is Tsw= 0.36 eV. At such low
temperatures a shock wave is practically transparent
to laser radiation and the optical detonation regime
does not apply. Since the velocity of a shock wave exceeds the velocity of a plasma front, the shock wave becomes detached from the hot zone. Cold nitrogen (T<1
eV) is transparent to neodymium laser radiation and to
near-ultraviolet radiation, but it absorbs strongly photons of higher energies with hu^ 14 eV. Such absorption
occurs near the hot zone at a distance ~50 j±. Therefore, energy is not supplied to the shock wave and the
wave decays. The velocity and temperature of the shock
wave decrease rapidly and by £-0.5 jisec the shock
wave breaks up leaving behind only subsonic perturbations.
Numerical modeling has made it possible to reconstruct the complex structure of a plasma cloud. It has
been found that near the surface of a target a plasma
layer forms with a temperature lower than the temperature of the next layer that assumes a half-moon shape
(Fig. 6). These layers originate because of screening
of laser radiation and two-dimensional gasdynamic
spreading of the hot region. The maximum value of
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the temperature in the hot region reaches 3.6 eV. A
further increase in temperature is limited by the enhancement of emission of radiation from the hot zone.
The temperature in the region adjoining directly the
surface decreases gradually from 1.8 to 1.1 eV because
of increasing screening of the laser radiation and continuing gasdynamic expansion. The target surface then
interacts mainly with the flux of the radiation emitted
by the plasma itself and characterized by intensities in
the range W« 105 W/cm2. The surface area affected by
thermal effect is several times greater than the area of
the focusing spot of laser radiation (the radius of a
plasma cloud is ~550 M and the radius of the focusing
spot is 250 IL).
The change from laser radiation to plasma radiation,
which is 2.5 orders of magnitude weaker, is clearly the
main factor which prevents the surface damage.
On the other hand, the resultant structure of a plasma cloud is not optimal for the surface hardening process, because this would require a prolonged contact
with hot plasma layers in which the charged-particle
density reaches 1020 cm"3, two orders of magnitude
higher than in the region in contact with the surface.
On increase in the initial pressure above 100 atm the
conditions for the saturation of the surface with ion
fluxes from the plasma become less favorable. Experiments 8 indicated that the greatest increase in the microhardness is observed at pressures in the region of
90 atm.
An increase of the laser flux intensity to 5 xlO 8 W/
cm2 results, as indicated by calculations, in a faster
detachment of a plasma cloud from the target .surface.
Clearly optimal conditions for the synthesis and hardening of materials correspond to lower pressures and
lower radiation intensities.
Reduction in the pressure of a nitrogen medium to
50-30 atm is accompanied by damage to the target surface1"3 manifested in the form of craters in the focusing
zone. We shall use the results of a numerical experiment106 to analyze the cause of the damage to the target
surface and the characteristics of the interaction of 1st—
ser radiation with matter at po= 30 atm.
It follows from numerical modeling that during the initial moments corresponding to t% 0.1 /xsec the development of a plasma cloud is similar to that which occurs
at^>0=100 atm. Laser radiation is absorbed mainly in
the hot zone and expansion of this zone is accompanied
by the generation of a supersonic shock wave which
penetrates the surrounding cold gas. The temperature
of the gas layer adjoining the target surface is considerably less than the temperature of the region located
higher (T1<T2, Fig. 7). The effect of gasdynamic
spreading of the hot zone is demonstrated clearly.
However, this is the end of the list of similarities between the processes of formation of a plasma cloud in
a gas at initial pressures of 30 and 100 atm. The lower
density of matter at 30 atm causes expansion of the hot
zone after t>0.1 jisec to such an extent that it becomes
rapidly transparent to laser radiation and this radiation
is absorbed in the colder region adjoining directly the
Mazhukin etal.
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ment thus shows the cause of the damage to the target
surfaces on reduction in the pressure to 30-50 atm.
An even more important result is the temporary existence of a plasma cloud which is not very transparent
to laser radiation. This may lead to the development of
technological cycles for synthesis in hardening of materials at pressures of the order of 30 atm, when favorable conditions are expected for these processes.
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target surface where the gas density px is higher than
the density p2 and there is a correspondingly higher absorption coefficient. The cold region is rapidly heated
(T^Ta), the rate of expansion increases, the density
decreases, the transmission coefficient of the region
rises and an increasing proportion of the laser radiation reaches the target surface. Figure 8 shows the
time dependences of the radiation emitted by the plasma
itself W[t) and of the laser radiation G(t) reaching the
surface and governing the thermal conditions on the
surface.
The plasma radiation flux W(t) is of intensity within
the range (1-3) xio 6 w/cm2 and its range of action is
~R00 ii. The time dependence of the laser flux G(t)
reaching the surface is nonmonotonic. In the interval
f= 0.1-0.4 fisec there is a considerable (by about an order of magnitude) reduction in the flux due to the presence of a low-transparency plasma cloud near the surface. During this time interval the target surface is in
contact with the hottest layers of the plasma where the
concentration of ionized particles is one or two orders
of magnitude higher than at 100 atm. Next, beginning
from tal fisec, an increase in the transmission by the
plasma causes the intensity reaching the target surface
to rise to about 80% of the laser flux. The screening
effect disappears and damage to the target occurs under
the influence of laser radiation. A numerical experi-

We shall conclude with a brief discussion of the regime of propagation of plasma clouds. According to the
published calculations,104'105 during the intermediate
stage the propagation regime undergoes a transition
from optical detonation to slow combustion. In spite of
the fact that the optical detonation regime does not occur for the assumed parameters, the contribution of
gasdynamic forces to the development of a plasma is
initially very large. Figure 9 shows the space and time
distributions of the components of the energy evolution
process in a gas at />„= 100 atm associated with the
work done by gasdynamic forces A=p[{l/r)(d/dr){ru)
+ Bv/bz] (dashed curve) and radiative transfer B = (l/r)
(&/&r)(rWr) + BWt/dz (continuous curves). It follows
from Fig. 9 that the proportion of the energy carried by
radiative transfer increases with time and the proportion of energy contributed by the gasdynamic forces
decreases.
Later U>0.5 jisec) the role of gasdynamic forces becomes negligible and the main mechanism of propagation at the final maintenance stage is one of the forms
of the slow combustion regime which is a subsonic radiation wave.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We shall note in conclusion that new results have been
obtained in investigations of the properties of a laser
plasma at elevated pressures mainly under the stimulus
of applications such as the synthesis of materials and
surface hardening. It is worth noting the method used
in investigations of these very complex phenomena. A
reasonable combination of real and numerical experiments provides investigators with powerful means for
a comprehensive study of such complex processes as
the evolution of a low-temperature laser plasma in a
wide range of parameters. The content of the present
review demonstrates great potentialities of this approach.
On the other hand, it is quite clear that investigations
of this kind are far from complete. Detailed studies of
the properties and behavior of a laser plasma have met
AJB, MVV/cnn
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with a number of problems primarily of theoretical and
computational nature, including the development of kinetic models for gases with a structure more complex
than diatomic, as well as the development of mathematical models that allow not only for gasdynamic motion
but also for elementary processes in a plasma. The results reported above demonstrate that investigations of
the characteristics of low-temperature laser plasmas
at elevated pressures have been carried out only for a
small number of gas-solid systems. The kinetics of
plasmas in a nitrogen medium has been investigated
more thoroughly than in other cases, but even then
there are many topics that have not yet been touched.
We have not considered in our review the phenomena
associated with the interaction of ion fluxes with the
target surface because investigations of this interaction
are still at a very early stage.
The authors regard it as their pleasant duty to thank
A. A. Samarskii and N. N. Rykalin for their interest and
discussions of some of the topics considered above.
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